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Abstract
Introduction: Whole‑slide imaging (WSI) technology can be used for primary diagnosis and consultation, including intraoperative (IO)
frozen section (FS). We aimed to implement and validate a digital system for the FS evaluation of cancer and transplant specimens following
recommendations of the College of American Pathologists. Materials and Methods: FS cases were routinely scanned at ×20 employing the
“Navigo” scanner system. IO diagnoses using glass versus digital slides after a 3‑week washout period were recorded. Intraobserver concordance
was evaluated using accuracy rate and kappa statistics. Feasibility of WSI diagnoses was assessed by the way of sensitivity, specificity, as well
as positive and negative predictive values. Participants also completed a survey denoting scan time, time spent viewing cases, preference for
glass versus WSI, image quality, interface experience, and any problems encountered. Results: Of the 125 cases submitted, 121 (436 slides)
were successfully scanned including 93 oncological and 28 donor‑organ FS biopsies. Four cases were excluded because of failed digitalization
due to scanning problems or sample preparation artifacts. Full agreement between glass and digital‑slide diagnosis was obtained in 90 of
93 (97%, κ = 0.96) oncology and in 24 of 28 (86%, κ = 0.91) transplant cases. There were two major and one minor discrepancy for cancer
cases (sensitivity 100%, specificity 96%) and two major and two minor disagreements for transplant cases (sensitivity 96%, specificity 75%).
Average scan and viewing/reporting time were 12 and 3 min for cancer cases, compared to 18 and 5 min for transplant cases. A high diagnostic
comfort level among pathologists emerged from the survey. Conclusions: These data demonstrate that the “Navigo” digital WSI system can
reliably support an IO FS service involving complicated cancer and transplant cases.
Keywords: Digital pathology, frozen section, transplant, validation, whole‑slide imaging

Introduction
Digital pathology (DP), including whole‑slide imaging (WSI),
holds great promise for supporting many of the functions
required in general surgical pathology service. [1] WSI
comprises two components: image acquisition to create
digital slides that replicate glass slides and viewing these
whole‑slide images in a manner that simulates (virtual)
microscopy.[2] The key components of a DP system include
hardware (scanner, workstation with display, server),
software (image management system, image viewer, and
image analysis), and network connectivity. [3] Primary
diagnosis by WSI is defined as establishing a final diagnosis
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solely by review of digital images without relying on
manually examining glass slides using a conventional light
microscope.[4] Using WSI for primary diagnosis has now been
approved in many countries including Canada, the European
Union, and most recently in the United States by the Food
and Drug Administration.[5] Apart from primary diagnosis,
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WSI has also been utilized for remote frozen section (FS)
interpretation, teleconsultation for a second opinion, image
analysis, education, and proficiency testing.[6]
For teleconsultation, glass slides at the client site can be
scanned, then uploaded, and hosted or transmitted to a
networked server along with relevant metadata (e.g., case
accession number, clinical information) and made available
to a single or multiple distant consultant pathologists almost
instantly.[7] Leveraging such telepathology can allow surgical
pathology support to be remotely offered to pathologists
located at distant sites, including during intraoperative (IO)
procedures. [8] In the field of transplant pathology, the
introduction of high‑quality WSI scanners within facilities such
as organ retrieval centers enables the establishment of regional,
national, and/or international networks of on‑call expert
pathologists who are subspecialized in all organ systems.[9]
Such an on‑call service could reduce wastage of organs and
thereby expand the donor pool for transplantation.
Before using WSI for diagnostic work, it is imperative that a DP
system be validated for its intended clinical use.[10] The College
of American Pathologists (CAP) guidelines published in 2013
provided recommendations to help pathology laboratories
undertake such a validation study.[11] The CAP guidelines
included specific recommendations such as utilizing at least
60 cases per application, training of participants beforehand,
employing a washout period of at least 2 weeks between
viewing slide sets with different modalities, and preferentially
recording intraobserver variability.[3]
To date, most validation studies using the CAP guidelines
have been conducted using WSI for primary diagnosis.
Up to now, numerous studies have investigated various
digital technologies (static and robotic telepathology, live
streaming, DP) for IO FS and cytological diagnoses,[8,12‑23] but
only few validation studies have been published regarding the
use of WSI for the assessment of FS biopsies.[17,24] The aim of this
study was to investigate the validity and accuracy of using WSI
for IO FS diagnoses specific to cancer and transplant surgery.

Materials and Methods
Ethics statement

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board
of the University of Verona in accordance with the Seventh
Revision (2013) of the Declaration of Helsinki 1975.

Equipment

The “Navigo” digital system (Visia Imaging) was installed
in the laboratory affiliated with the surgical operating
rooms [Figure 1]. This system was connected via a 100 Mbps
internal hospital network to the Central Pathology Laboratory
which is located in a different building. The system includes
a bright field scanner for image acquisition with a 2‑slide
capacity for standard microscope slides, customized profiles
for hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), immunohistochemistry, and
cytology slides and two scanning modalities, fast and accurate;
2
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a microscope with different objectives (×4, ×10, ×20, ×40)
which is part of the scanner; a 10.1‑inch color touchscreen
for navigation and analysis; local archive 30 TB of capacity
for storing digital slides; and web‑based software for image
management (e.g., transfer of digital images). The file
format output is JPEG 2000 and the scanner resolution is of
0.5 µm/pixel at ×20 and 0.25 µm/pixel at ×40. This system can
be used as a local digital microscope or for remote live viewing
and sharing of digitized slides (e.g., telepathology). As stated
by the manufacturers in the fast modality with a number of
focal points reduced approximately by a half compared to the
accurate modality, the average scan speed per a tissue section
of 5 cm2 is <10 s at ×4, <12 min at ×20, <30 min at ×40 while
in the accurate modality is of <1 min at ×4, <20 min at ×20,
and <60 min at ×40.
The Navigo scanning system allows users to manage
each component of the imaging process in a single work
environment, thereby optimizing workflow tailored to the
needs of each pathologist.
After specimen identification, the scanning device determines
the optimal set of focus points by placing focal points on
adjacent regions (spatial locality) with fine coverage on
the borders and a diamond grid placed on the inside of the
field to be scanned [Figure 2a]. After rapid preview, the
user can select scanning areas, the objective for scanning,
and the scan protocol. The scanning mode is suited both for
relatively planar samples (e.g., tissue sections) and for thick
samples (e.g., cytology specimens with three‑dimensional
cell clusters). Different focus points are used to extract a best
fitting predictive focus plane that guides scanning along the
slide, following the predictive Z‑position [Figure 2b and c].
For thick samples, a vertical drive along the Z‑axis is used
for each tile scanned. The image viewer permits users to not
only change magnification and zoom into images but also
incorporate a focus slider to view different scanned layers in
Z‑stacked images [Figure 3a]. The viewer includes several
other mark‑ups (e.g., measurements) and image management
(e.g., sharing) tools. Digital slides can be viewed locally on
the Navigo monitor or remotely through a web browser with
integrated web viewer (Naviweb) [Figure 3b and c]. Once
the acquired images are uploaded to the web server, they can
be accessed at any time from any web‑device after obtaining
permissions. The Naviweb digital microscope allows real‑time
live sample viewing and enables intranet and internet users
to securely access live slides and to navigate them as with
conventional microscope. The following actions may be carried
out: multi‑using sharing of digitized slides, simultaneous
examination of images, synchronized navigation, fast image
streaming, and instant notification to remote users when a case
for teleconsultation was assigned for review.

Samples

Archival slides, all stained by H&E, which were used for IO
consecutive examinations performed in 2017 were collected
from the Anatomic Pathology Unit of the University Hospital
Journal of Pathology Informatics
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Figure 1: The Navigo System. (a) Scanner case and integrated 15‑inch touchscreen monitor with onboard computer processor. (b) Slide loading
mechanism. (c) High‑resolution objectives
a

b

c

Figure 2: Scanning focus technology. (a) Focus point placement. (b) Horizontal drive along the Z‑axis for planar samples. (c) Vertical drive along the
Z‑axis for thick samples
a

c

b

Figure 3: Image viewing and management. (a) Advanced image viewer. (b) Naviweb web‑based application. (c) Web server and multi‑user sharing
functionality

of Verona by all the pathologists routinely involved in the
IO examinations. This incorporated a variety of benign,
atypical, and neoplastic diagnoses rendered during oncology
and transplant IO examinations. The first group of cases
(Group 1, n = 96) included those FS cases requested to assess
surgical margins, tumor biological behavior, and lymph node
status for cancer staging, while the second group (Group 2,
n = 29) were cases submitted for FS to assess organ quality
of donors during transplantation. All specimens were frozen
using the Bech freezer “PrestoCHILL” (Milestone Medical).
PrestoCHILL allows ultrafast freezing (60 s) at −40°C
for all types of tissue improving the quality of FSs by
Journal of Pathology Informatics

eliminating freezing, compression, and retraction artifacts and
consequently giving better WSIs. During routine processing, a
technician recorded the time between arrival of the specimen
for FS and communication of the final diagnosis.

Digitization
This validation study started with a 3‑month educational phase
during which three pathologists (A.E., G.R., and L.C.) and one
laboratory technician (A.S.) excluded from the collection of
cases, were familiarized with the use of the digital imaging
system. Thereafter, glass slides of each FS were scanned at ×20
using the scanner’s accurate quality setting. Most slides were
3
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scanned using automated tissue detection and focus point
assignments. Some slides with limited tissue required manual
adjustment. Two pathologists (A.E. and G.R.) managed the
scanner by conducting the digitization of the glass slides and
their storage. They also performed quality control through a
detail view of each digital image and accurate comparison with
the corresponding glass slides.
For incomplete or blurry digital slides, scanning was
repeated; if the problem occurred again, the case was
excluded. Finally, they confirmed, for each case, the original
IO diagnosis. The number of slides scanned, repeat scans,
and time of scanning for each case were recorded on a digital
platform developed by Arsenàl, Veneto’s Research Center
for eHealth Innovation, and accessible, after obtaining
permissions, from each computer connected to the central
server of the hospital.

Assessment of glass slides

FS glass slides were anonymized and made available to a third
pathologist (L.C.). The laboratory technician (A.S.) provided a
case history for each case including patient age, gender, clinical
history, and gross description. A “virtual” IO histological report
was provided with the following parameters and reported
on the digital platform: name and age of the patient, date of
report, anatomical site, type of FS, diagnosis, and time needed
to render a diagnosis for each case.

Assessment of digital slides

Following a 3‑week washout period, all slides were
re‑evaluated in digital format by L.C. on a widescreen flat
panel monitor (HP LP2465): viewable image area (diagonal),
60.96 cm; screen opening, 52 cm × 32.6 cm; pixel pitch, 0.270;
color depth support, 16.7 million colors; 1920 × 1200 at 60 Hz.
The monitor was integrated into the “Navigo” digital system
and equipped with a sensible wireless mouse (Logitech M705)
able to ease the navigation inside the digital images. A “virtual”
IO histological report was provided, with the same parameters
listed previously, and reported on the digital platform.
The decision to evaluate all the glass slides on first and all the
digital slides on second was made arbitrarily.

Morphological evaluation

The oncology IO cases were classified as negative (e.g., for benign
neoplasm, negative margin, or negative for metastases) or
positive (e.g., malignancy, positive margin, or positive for
metastases).
The transplant IO donor biopsies were considered negative
when the histopathology diagnosis allowed the transplant
surgery to proceed and positive when the histopathology
interpretation blocked transplant. Kidney biopsies were
evaluated using the Remuzzi score assessing four parameters:
glomerular sclerosis (GS: score 0–3), tubular atrophy (TA: 0–3),
interstitial fibrosis (IF: 0–3), and arterial narrowing (AR: 0–3).
The final score ranged from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of
12. Kidneys with a Remuzzi score of 4 or lower were used as
single transplants. Those with a score of 5 or 6 were used as
4
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dual transplants. Kidneys with a score ≥7 were discarded.[25]
Liver biopsies were graded 0–3 based on the percentage
of hepatocytes with macrosteatosis: 0 (<5% hepatocytes
involved); 1, mild macrosteatosis (5–33% hepatocytes involved);
2, moderate macrosteatosis (34–66% hepatocytes involved);
3, severe macrosteatosis (>66% hepatocytes involved).[26] Liver
with a score of 0 or 1 should be used while those with a score
of 2 or 3 should be discarded.

Assessment of quality

Quality indicators related to reporting were score relying on
subjective perception. Variables taken into consideration in the
digital survey and scored were reliance on the best aspects of
digital reporting, problems encountered with WSI, preferred
reporting methods (i.e., digital vs. glass slides), and the need
for more technical tools. The overall perception of reading
digital FS slides with a computer monitor has been classified
as poor, sufficient, good, very good, and excellent through the
comparison, for every single case, with the optical microscope.

Statistical analysis

For each case, the glass‑slide diagnosis was compared to
that given following digital‑slide review and evaluated as
concordant or discordant. Discordances were categorized as
major (change in patient management) or minor (no change
in patient management). Accuracy rate and weighted Cohen κ
test were used to determine the validity of agreement between
diagnoses by glass and digital microscopy (intraobserver
concordance). Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value, and negative predictive value were used to
determine the validity of digital assessments. Statistical
values were obtained with calculations made using SPSS
version 22.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). The level of
agreement for κ coefficients is generally accepted as follows:
0.0–0.2, slight; 0.21–0.4, fair; 0.41–0.6, moderate; 0.61–0.8,
substantial; and 0.81–1.0, almost perfect.

Results
Clinicopathological results

There were 125 IO examinations, corresponding to 176 FSs
and 445 slides. A total of 96 “oncology IO examination” cases
were collected that comprised cases submitted to evaluate
tumor biological behavior (55%), resection margins (30%),
suspicious lesions (10%), lymph nodes for cancer staging (4%),
and other miscellaneous reasons (1%). There were 19
“oncology IO examination” cases with multiple tissue blocks
per case (range 2–12 FSs, total 126 FSs). The 29 “transplant
IO examination” cases included 16 kidney donors and 13
liver donors evaluated by FS before harvesting. All the kidney
donors were biopsied bilaterally (32 FSs) while five out of
13 liver donors underwent two biopsies (18 FSs). Specimens
underwent fast freezing (60 s) and cutting of tissue section at
5 µm thick. Sections were stained using H&E and examined
at three levels. The distribution of IO cases according to organ
type is shown in Table 1 and discordances summarized in
Table 2.
Journal of Pathology Informatics
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Table 1: Summary of intraoperative consultation cases
Single organ

n° Oncology IO examination (FSs)

n° Transplant IO examination (FSs)

Kidney
9 (11)
Liver
6 (10)
Lung
10 (10)
Thyroid
8 (8)
CNS
8 (8)
Ureter
6 (12)
Larynx
6 (6)
Peritoneum
5 (5)
Ovary
5 (5)
Lymph nodes
4 (4)
Stomach
3 (3)
Tongue
3 (3)
Soft tissue
2 (2)
Uterus
2 (2)
Pancreas
2 (2)
Esophagus
2 (2)
Nose
2 (2)
Maxillary sinus
1 (1)
Prostate
1 (12)
Rectum
1 (1)
Gallbladder
1 (1)
Testicle
1 (1)
Parathyroid
1 (1)
Pleura
1 (1)
Multiple organs
Pancreas + biliary ducts
3 (6)
Thyroid + adrenal gland + lung
1 (3)
Kidney + pancreas
1 (2)
Uterus + ovary
1 (2)
Total
96 (126)
CNS: Central nervous system, FSs: Frozen sections, IO: Intraoperative, n°: Number

16 (32)
13 (18)

Total n° IO examination (FSs)
25 (43)
19 (28)
10 (10)
8 (8)
8 (8)
6 (12)
6 (6)
5 (5)
5 (5)
4 (4)
3 (3)
3 (3)
2 (2)
2 (2)
2 (2)
2 (2)
2 (2)
1 (1)
1 (1)
1 (1)
1 (1)
1 (1)
1 (1)
1 (1)
3 (6)
1 (1)
1 (1)
1 (1)
125 (176)

29 (50)

Table 2: Discordant cases between glass slides and whole‑slide imaging showing intraobserver assessment
IO question

GSL

WSI

Oncology IO examination
False‑positive Case 1
Ovarian mass
Benign GCT
Malignant GCT
False‑positive Case 2
Pancreatic resection margin
Inflammation, fibrosis and reactive atypia
Infiltration of adenocarcinoma
False‑positive Case 3
Thyroid nodule
Nodular hyperplasia
Follicular adenoma
Transplant IO examination
False‑positive Case 1
Liver donor
MaS Grade 0
MaS grade 2
False‑positive Case 2
Kidney donor
Rem Score 1
Rem Score 4
False‑negative Case 1
Kidney donor
Rem Score 8
Rem Score 6
False‑negative Case 2
Kidney donor
Rem Score 5
Rem Score 2
GCT: Granulosa cell tumor, GSL: Glass slides, IO: Intraoperative, MaS: Macrosteatosis, Rem: Remuzzi, WSI: Whole‑slide imaging

Digitization findings

Of the 125 submitted cases, 110 (88%) were successfully scanned
on the first attempt and 11 (9%) needed a second scan. Four
cases (3%) were excluded because of failed digitization 2 times
for scanning reasons. The first case was an omental biopsy for
surgical staging of uterine endometrioid adenocarcinoma, the
FS had high‑fat content, and the digital image resulted partially
blurry. The second case was a poorly differentiated squamous
Journal of Pathology Informatics

Discrepancy
grade
Major
Major
Minor
Major
Minor
Major
Minor

cell carcinoma of the lung with massive comedo‑type necrosis
that resulted in an incomplete scanning. The latter two cases
failed digitization for sample preparation artifacts and were
represented by a pleural biopsy‑diagnosed with mesothelioma
and a transplant liver biopsy with a great amount of fibrosis.
Scan times for each case averaged 12 min (range: 4–30) for
the “oncology IO” group and 18 min (range: 3–40) for the
“transplant IO” group. The average digital slide file size is
5
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420 MB (range: 260–620) for the “oncology IO” group and
290 MB (range: 210–430) for the “transplant IO” group.

Diagnostic accuracy and concordance

In 90 of 93 “oncology IO examinations,” there was concordance
between glass and digital‑slide assessment with a 97% accuracy
rate (κ =0.96, confidence interval [CI], 0.941–0.985). There
were two major and one minor discrepancy; all considered
to represent false‑positive cases [Table 2, Figure 4a and b].
Sensitivity was 100% and specificity was 96% [Table 3].
Reporting time averaged 6 min for glass slides and 3 min for
digital slides.
In 24 of 28 “transplant IO examinations,” there was
concordance between glass and digital‑slide assessment with
an 86% accuracy rate (κ = 0.91, CI, 0.877–0.958). There were
two major and two minor discrepancies, with 2 false‑positive
and 2 false‑negative cases [Table 2, Figure 4c and d]. Sensitivity
was 96% and specificity was 75% [Table 3]. Reporting time
for each case averaged 9 min for glass slides and 5 min for
digital slides. The average time for tissue sampling, FS case
scanning, and digital slide interpretation averaged 26 min per
case for “oncology IO examinations” and 31 min per case for
“transplant IO examinations.”

Assessment of quality

The overall experience of digital reporting was considered
favorable. A high diagnostic comfort level was reported in the
majority of cases with 25% classified as excellent and 37% as
very good [Figure 5]. The reading pathologist stated as favorite
reporting method the glass slides only in 5% of cases [Figure 5],
including those cases with major discrepancies on WSI. The
survey reported the high quality of digital images and ease of
navigating the WSI system as the best features of the digital
workstation experience. The reading pathologist also suggested
additional technical tools able to quantify, in a precise manner,
the grade of macrosteatosis in the transplant liver biopsies and
the Remuzzi score in the transplant kidney biopsies.

a

b

c

d

Figure 4: Clinically significant errors with whole‑slide imaging. (a) Malignant
granulosa cell tumor misinterpreted to be benign in an ovarian frozen
section (H&E, ×10). (b) Positive resection margin instead of negative
in a pancreatic FS (H&E, ×20). (c) Macrosteatosis grade 2 instead of
grade 0 in a liver donor FS (H&E, ×20). (d) Remuzzi score 8 instead of
score 6 in a kidney donor FS (H&E, ×10)
6

Discussion
The Anatomic Pathology Unit at the University Hospital of
Verona recently implemented a WSI system to provide quick
consultations for their IO service, particularly during transplant
surgeries that often take place outside of conventional working
hours. The Navigo system was successfully validated for this
intended clinical use [Figure 6] by performing an intraobserver
concordance study in accordance with the CAP clinical
validation recommendations for WSI. Both oncology and
transplant FS cases were diagnosed on glass slides and WSI by
the same pathologist after a washout period of 3 weeks. These
data show an almost perfect intraobserver agreement (κ > 0.80)
between glass and digital assessments for both groups.
The use of telepathology for remotely rendering FS diagnoses
has steadily grown as the field of pathology has moved into
an age of increasing subspecialization and centralization of
pathology services.[17] Before 2000, the technology to support
telepathology was limited, especially for handling urgent
IO cases, with an ensuing concern for potential diagnostic
errors with medicolegal implications. This changed with
the development of WSI that offered color digital images
of entire glass slides that could be remotely reviewed at
high resolution, comparable to a light microscope.[27] WSI
systems can facilitate reporting of FS diagnoses from remote
locations (e.g., outside the laboratory) at any time (e.g., during
night call and on weekends).[10] This capability, in turn, can help
reduce unnecessary two‑stage surgery. Providing support for
lone pathologists working in provincial hospitals facilitates the
recruitment and retention of both surgeons and pathologists.[28]
This is particularly germane for transplant surgery, where
limited exposure to solid‑organ transplantation often results in
the sense of uneasiness for many practicing pathologists when
evaluating transplant pathology specimens.[29] Furthermore,
the majority of donor‑retrieval operations tend to occur outside
normal working hours that necessitates the use of an on‑call

Figure 5: User perception of whole‑slide imaging experience. Favorite
reporting method and overall evaluation of whole‑slide imaging experience
Journal of Pathology Informatics
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pathology service which may not be available in all hospitals but
might be replaced by a WSI system of remote consultation.[30]
To date, several studies have compared the diagnostic
concordance of WSI and conventional microscopy in the IO
setting [Table 4].[17‑20,24,31‑35] In 2008, Tsuchihashi et al. reported
one of the first experiences using remote FS evaluation with
WSI technology in a pilot study comprising 15 test cases. The
diagnoses made in this historic study with a virtual‑slide system
were all correct and required around 10 min to scan and transmit
each digital image and another 5 min to read these images with a
remote viewer. Based on these early, limited results, the authors
concluded WSI to be superior to conventional telepathology.[31]
Subsequent similar studies reported accuracy rates of over 90%
for WSI systems for FS of various organs and tumors.[17,18,32]
Ramey et al. were the first to report performing FS assessments
using WSI on a mobile device (iPad) in which they obtained
a diagnostic accuracy rate of 89%.[33] In 2014, Ribback et al.
reported the largest series of FS diagnoses made with the use
of digital imaging. They included 1204 FS cases scanned and
showed a diagnostic accuracy rate of 98.6% using digital slides.[20]
Bauer et al. in their intraobserver study of 70 FS cases reported
the longest washout time (just over 1 year) and diagnostic
accuracy of 95.7% for interpreting scanned FS slides.[24]
The diagnostic accuracy for the “oncology IO examination”
group (97%, κ = 0.96) in our study is comparable with

that reported in the literature. The major discrepancies in
this group were related to pathologist interpretation errors
and not directly related to technology issues. Such errors,
however, are not totally unexpected. For example, although
a granulosa cell tumor of the ovary in this study was
misinterpreted as mesenchymal malignant neoplasm, the
literature on the accuracy of ovarian FS diagnoses reports
that this particular neoplasm is often misinterpreted.[36] In the
case where a pancreatic resection margin was erroneously
considered to be positive with WSI, it is well known that the
presence of prominent inflammation in the region can lead
to reactive atypia, even severe, which can be misinterpreted
as a malignant process.[37] The diagnostic accuracy for the
“transplant IO examination” of this study (86%, κ = 0.91)
cannot be compared, given the lack of concordance studies
between the conventional microscope and WSI system for
liver and kidney FS transplant biopsies. Of note, the major
discrepancies observed in this study were due to overestimation
of macrosteatosis in a liver biopsy and underestimation of
interstitial fibrosis in a kidney biopsy.
Our results showed that the time required by a pathologist for
WSI interpretation was shorter than that for conventional light
microscopy as has been highlighted in the studies by Ribback
et al.[20] However, one of the limiting factors to turnaround
time (TAT) using WSI telepathology is scan time as also
demonstrated in our study. The CAP TAT for single block FS

Figure 6: Digital intraoperative teleconsultation workflow with the Navigo system

Table 3: Validity of whole‑slide imaging diagnoses for intraoperative examinations
Oncology IO examination
GSL malignant neoplasm/positive margin
GSL benign neoplasm/negative margin
Total

Transplant IO examination
GSL MaS grade 0‑1 Rem score 0‑6*
GSL MaS grade 2‑3
Rem score 7‑12**
Total

WSI malignant neoplasm/
positive margin

WSI benign neoplasm/negative
margin

Total

Predictive
values

40
0
40
Sensitivity=100%

2
51
53
Specificity=96%

42
51
93

PPV=95%
NPV=100%

WSI MaS grade 0‑1 Rem score
0‑6*

WSI MaS grade 2‑3 Rem score
7‑12**

Total

23
1

1
3

24
4

PPV=96%
NPV=75%

24
4
28
Sensitivity=96%
Specificity=75%
*Histopathology allows transplantation: false‑positive case 2 and false‑negative case 2 are changed in true positive and true negative, respectively.
**Histopathology blocks transplantation: false positive case 1 and false negative case 1 are confirmed. GSL: Glass slides, IO: Intraoperative,
MaS: Macrosteatosis, NPV: Negative predictive value, PPV: Positive predictive value, Rem: Remuzzi, WSI: Whole‑slide imaging
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Table 4: Summary of publications analyzing frozen section diagnosis by whole‑slide imaging
Reference
(date)

Number IO examination Scanner
of cases type

Monitor

Accuracy Observer
(%)
variability

Cohen’s Mean scanning Mean reporting
kappa (κ) time (range)
time (range)

Tsuchihashi
et al., 2008
Słodkowska
et al., 2009

15

N/S

Vassalo

PC

100

N/S

N/P

10 min (N/S)

5 min. (N/S)

33

Thoracic
Pathology

PC

100

Interobserver

N/P

N/S (2‑7 min.)

N/S (1‑20 min.)

Fallon
et al., 2010
Ramey
et al., 2011

52

PC

96

Interobserver

N/P

9 (1‑20 min.)

N/S (3‑5 min)

67

Ovarian
Pathology
Misc

Aperio
Scan Scope
Mirax Desk

iPad

89

Interobserver

0.85

3 (1‑9 min)

1 (30 sec ‑
13 min)

Gould
et al., 2012
Perron
et al., 2014
Ribback
et al., 2014
Bauer et al.,
2015
Yu et al.,
2017

30

Neuropathology

PC

96, 7

Interobserver

N/P

N/S

N/S

104

Misc

PC

98, 1

Interobserver

N/P

1204

Misc

Aperio
Scan Scope
Nanozoomer
2.0
Nanozoomer
2.0
Mirax Desk

PC

98.6

Intraobserver

N/P

5 min
1 min.
(1‑25 min.)
(1‑10 min.)
11 min (3‑19 min)

70

Misc

Aperio CS2

PC

95, 7

Intraobserver

N/P

N/S

100

Misc

Aperio AT2

iPhone 5s, 6
and 6 plus

1:61 2:74 Interobserver
N/P
N/S
3:87 4:75
125
93 O
Navigo
PC
97 O
Intraobserver
0.96 O
12 min (4‑30) O
Cima et al.
(our study)
28 T
86 T
0.91 T
18 min (3‑40) T
IO: Intraoperative, Misc: Miscellaneous, N/P: Not performed, N/S: Not specified, O: Oncology, PC: Personal computer, T: Transplant

measured from the time that pathologists receive FS specimens
to the time that pathologists return FS diagnoses to the surgeon
is 20 min;[38] in our study, we obtained a total average TATs of
26 and 31 min for oncology and transplant cases, respectively.
The nonconformity to the CAP accreditation requirements
for FS must be compared with the benefits in providing quick
consultations for difficult cases, in particular during transplant
surgeries.
The average scan time required in our study was longer than
the range published in other similar studies (viz., 3–11 min),
while the average reporting time was within the range
presented in the literature (viz., 1–5 min). The longer scan
time noted for the “transplant IO examination” patient group
can be explained by the presence of multiple tissue fragments
in the same FS, while the longer average reporting time
can be attributed to the difficulty often experienced with
the interpretation of transplant IO donor biopsies. Notably,
average digital reporting time is lower than the average
microscope reporting time. The reason for this can perhaps
be linked to the ease of navigating high‑resolution digital
slides on a high‑resolution monitor equipped with a sensible
wireless mouse. The total average time for digital reporting
of “oncology IO examination” cases was quicker than those
reported by Ribback et al. (i.e., 35 min.) but longer than those
reported by Perron et al. (i.e., 20 min).[20,34]
The limitations of our study include involving only a single
reading pathologist which precluded intra–interobserver
comparisons and the absence of an analysis of the potential
impact of preimaging factors (e.g., sampling, cutting and
freezing of the specimens, artifacts). The reason for not
including more pathologists in the reading component is
8

N/S
N/S
3 min (1‑15) O
5 min (2‑16) T

due to the need to fill out the IO timesheets correctly. The
strengths include strict adherence to the CAP recommendation
for validating WSI for clinical use, the complete exclusion of
the personnel involved in the study from the IO timesheets
preventing the potential bias of having seen some of the study
cases at the time they were originally reported and the inclusion
of challenging IO transplant cases. In 2001, Minervini
et al. reported one of the first digital experiences with IO
transplant cases. In their study, both real‑time interactive and
store‑and‑forward static telepathology were used to evaluate
49 transplant pathology cases, including six IO donor liver
biopsy specimens. Full diagnostic agreement was obtained for
all of their IO cases.[29] We successfully included 28 IO donor
kidney and liver biopsies and employed a WSI approach and
demonstrated almost perfect intraobserver agreement. To the
best of our knowledge, this work is the first to investigate the
use of WSI technology for transplant FS. WSI technology
not only enables easy sharing of problematic cases but can
also be leveraged for quality assurance and image analytics
in transplant pathology.[39]

Conclusions
Our study demonstrates that the diagnostic accuracy of FS
diagnosis by WSI is comparable with that of light microscopy
even though may not follow CAP accreditation requirements
for FS. This study is the first, to the best of our knowledge,
of consecutive transplant FS cases including routine donor
organ liver and kidney biopsies. The ultrafast Navigo scanner
and user‑friendly software make this DP system particularly
suitable for quick teleconsultations as is often requested for
FS evaluation in cancer and transplant surgeries.
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